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Singing Call    MS-62                                        
 
 

Original artist: The Beatles 
 
Everybody knows the Beatles (I hope…) and most of you will be aware that I enjoy recording Beatles’ songs.  However, this one is a special tune for a number of 
statistical reasons.  All You Need Is Love was written by John Lennon for the Our World live television spectacular and was performed by the Beatles in June 1967; 400 
million people around the world saw the programme.  The number was included on the Yellow Submarine album. Released: UK July 7, US July 17 1967. 
 
I decided to use a 6/8 rhythm on this track, as it is a “fun” tune!  Any song that you can learn to sing, just by knowing the title, is bound to be a sing-a-long crowd pleaser.  I 
have included as much different instrumentation as possible on this recording; including a short section of the French National Anthem, at the beginning – exactly as per 
the original!  A really popular tune with ALL groups of Square Dancers, a simple fun song…  Use it and join in the enjoyment! 
 

Additional Lyrics: 
 
There's nothing you can do that can't be done. 
Nothing you can sing that can't be sung. 
Nothing you can say  
But you can learn how to play the game - It's easy. 
All you need is love 
All you need is love, 
All you need is love, love 
Love is all you need. 
 
There's nothing you can make that can't be made. 
No one you can save that can't be saved. 
Nothing you can do  
But you can learn how to be in time - It's easy. 
 
There's nothing you can know that isn't known. 
Nothing you can see that isn't shown. 
Nowhere you can be  
That isn't where you're meant to be - It's easy. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Where, When and Who produced the music: 
 
This was part of the tenth group of releases on Sting that 
were recorded in Nashville, during September 2005.  A total 
of fourteen songs were recorded during this session, which 
was the fifth to be arranged and produced by Paul Bristow – 
following his purchase of the company.  Also in attendance at 
this session were Associate Producer: James Wyatt and 
Recording Artist: Neil Whiston. 
 
Recorded in September 2005, the music still features the top 
session musicians in Nashville, including: Gregg Galbraith –
as band leader playing all lead Guitars, Terry MacMillan on 
Harmonica and percussion, Doug Jernigan on Steel and 
Dobro, Jerry Kroon on Drums, Roger Morris on Piano and 
Keyboards, with Fiddle by Rob Hojacos, David Smith on 
Bass Guitar and Bruce Watkins playing on Rhythm Guitar 
and Banjo.  Also worthy of special mention is our engineer 
on these sessions – the studio owner: Kevin McManus. 
 

Acknowledgement to Royal Records: 
 

We are indebted to Jerry Story and Tony Oxendine who 
introduced us to the studio in Nashville and invited us to use 
the top-of-the-line professional session musicians that they 
had assembled, to play for Royal Records. 
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     ORIGINAL MUSIC DETAILS:  WRITERS: John Lennon, Paul McCartney 
PUBLISHERS: Sony/ATV Tunes LLC D/B/A ATV (Northern Songs Catalogue) and 
EMI Blackwood Music Collecting Agent – Lennon/McCartney Writer.  
 


